SCIENCE COMMUNICATION & TRAINING TECHNICAL OFFICER / RESEARCHER
Company
Description
BC3 is an internationally
recognized research center on
climate change, with a
multidisciplinary team of highprofile researchers, aims to foster
the creation of knowledge with a
multidisciplinary scientific
approach in order to support better
decisions for a more sustainable
society.
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BC3 Basque Centre for Climate Change

Main functions, requisites & benefits
Main functions
The Basque Centre for Climate Change (BC3) is looking for candidates who can support its strategic activities related to integrated
data science and collaborative, integrated modeling on the semantic web. The selected candidates will contribute to the ARIES
(ARti cial Intelligence for Ecosystem Services) project powered by the k.LAB software stack, a semantic web infrastructure that uses
arti cial intelligence to build computational solutions to environment, policy and sustainability problems. Excellent science needs
excellent design. As such, we are seeking for a creative communication and training o cer (predoctoral or postdoctoral) position
specialized in content strategy, branded entertainment and creation of new generation formats. A gure that deals with the
conception, development and management of communication and training products. The candidate collaborates in de ning the
content strategy, monitoring and improving the results and performance of individual packages. Key responsibilities: Analysis,
research and benchmarking activities; Creation and evolution of editorial plans; Text editing of various types; Creation of project
presentations; Creation of briefs and editorial guidelines; Coordination and supervision of video editing; Coordination and supervision
during video productions; Planning and coordination of live productions and coverage of events; Meetings and discussions with
software users; Management of ARIES and IM social networks and websites.
Requisites
Main requirements: The applicant must have a degree in journalism, communication, digital humanities or other elds of relevance to
the research in progress. A very strong background in science communication and familiarity with innovative storytelling methods.
Ability to interpret users’ requests with respect to the research community of reference, knowing how to identify trends and best
practices and translating them into projects and creative proposals; Curiosity, constantly updated with the state of the art of editorial
content, television formats and digital communications campaigns and in the evolution of social media and online trends; Excellent
English speaking and writing skills and formalization of a creative idea together with attention to details, and precision in project
review; Aptitude for problem solving and constructive dialogue with colleagues and software users; professional attitude to represent
the project in di erent areas; enthusiasm, desire to learn and to get involved in the project vision; In-depth knowledge of social media
in the professional eld; New Data and Science Visualization Skills (interactive Scienti c Posters, amimations, infographics, digital
artworks, etc.) Knowledge of Linux/Windows/Apple OS operating systems and productivity tools; Familiarity with WordPress or other
content management systems; Familiarity with the MOOC building process; Knowledge of light production tools (e.g. smartphone /
DLR camera); knowledge of Photoshop / Illustrator; knowledge of video post-production softwares.
Benefits
A labour contract in line with the candidate's skills and experiences, including full social bene ts. A stimulating work environment in
the context of the innovative Integrated Modelling research line within BC3. 30 days of vacations per year beyond festivities. Flexible
working hours and partial teleworking. Relocation assistance. The thriving urban environment of Bilbao and the spectacular nature of

